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Abstract
Effects of shot-peening on high cycle fretting fatigue behavior of Ti-6Al-4V were
investigated. S-N curves were obtained with 6.35 mm thick specimens. Scanning
Electron Microscopy showed that for 6.35 mm thickness, cracks initiated on the contact
surface whereas the crack initiation location was found to be at the depth ranging from
200 to 300 microns from the contact surface for 3.81 mm thick specimens tested in a
previous study at AFIT. The orientation of the primary crack for 6.35 mm thickness was
around -37 degrees, and the orientation of the secondary crack was around -28 degrees.
Failure location was near the trailing edge of contact for both thicknesses. Commercially
available finite element code ABAQUS was used to analyze the specimens. Axial stress
( σxx ) distribution along the longitudinal direction and within depth of the specimen was
found to determine where the stress concentration was maximum that may have caused
crack initiation. Maximum stress concentration was found in the trailing edge of contact
where the specimens failed. Also transverse ( σyy ), and shear ( τxy ) stresses were found.
Using σxx, σyy, and τxy values of FEA output data, Smith-Watson-Topper, Findley, Shear
Stress Range and Modified Shear Stress Range ( MSSR ) parameters were evaluated.
Stress relaxation was observed after the failure of specimens, and based on specific
assumptions about stress relaxation, evaluations were repeated for different percentages
of stress relaxation. MSSR Parameter was determined to be the only appropriate fatigue
parameter that could meet all the required conditions for shot-peened specimens. Also,
thickness effects on shot-peened specimens were investigated and discussed in this study.
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EFFECTS OF SHOT-PEENING ON HIGH CYCLE FRETTING FATIGUE
BEHAVIOR OF Ti-6Al-4V

1. Introduction

1.1. Fretting Fatigue Problem
Fretting fatigue is one of the most important areas of interest to the United States Air
Force as a cause of high cycle fatigue failure. Fretting fatigue is the damage caused by
localized relative motion between the components under vibratory load, and results in
premature crack initiation and failure. It is the form of contact fatigue occurring
especially in certain, important structural components such as aircraft turbine engines and
fuselage lap joints with critical cracks being initiated at contact interfaces. Fretting
increases tensile and shear stresses at the contact surface and generates flaws which lead
to premature crack nucleation, and finally it results in failure due to the reduction of
fatigue resistance of materials. The blade/disk dovetail joint in aircraft turbine engines
mostly fails due to fretting fatigue ( Figure 1.1 ). Fretting fatigue leads to both failures
and increases in the maintenance costs due to the reduced part lives. In order to minimize
these maintenance costs and increase the parts’ lives, the United States Air Force and
several researchers have worked on the fretting fatigue problem. They have performed
numerous studies on different areas of fretting fatigue. They tried to formulate different
fatigue parameters that would help determining the causes of the reduction in the lives of
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different materials due to fretting fatigue when compared to plain fatigue, and they tried
to find new methods that would help increasing the lives and decreasing the maintenance
costs of the materials. They also tried various methods involving surface modifications
such as shot-peening [1,2], coatings [3,4], and soft shims [5]. Earlier studies performed
by different authors will be explained in Chapter 2 in detail.

1.2. Shot-Peening in Fretting Fatigue
The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of shot-peening on high cycle
fretting fatigue behavior of Ti-6Al-4V in detail. Shot-peeing is the most commonly used
cold working procedure that involves bombarding the surface of the material with small,
hard, often steel balls. These cause biaxial yielding in compression under each point of
impact, hence a biaxial compressive residual stress occurs on the surface due to the
elastic recovery of the unyielded material beneath. Shot-peening changes physical and
mechanical properties of a material. It introduces a residual compressive stress on the
surface with a changing profile within depth of the material, and a compensatory residual
tensile stress within the material. It changes the surface roughness of the material, thereby
potentially changing the coefficient of friction, and work hardening of the material, again
thereby changing the coefficient of friction. Also distortion of the grains near the surface
reduces the propensity for crack propagation in this region. All these properties may vary
when the severity of shot-peening changes. In shot-peened specimens, when there is no
stress relaxation, cracks occur within depth of the material due to the compressive zone
created by shot-peening, whereas the cracks occur on the surface of the unshot-peened
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specimens. This compressive zone tends to cancel out the effects of the tensile stresses up
to a specific level which act as the opening mode for the cracks. Cracks also do not
propagate in this compressive zone. This phenomenon leads us to a point that shotpeening improves fatigue life, strength operation, and corrosion resistance due to the
introduction of compressive residual stress. In addition, shot-peening can close the
preexisting cracks if the depth of the residual compressive stress generated due to shotpeening is greater than the depth of the cracks. But if it is too severe then there may not
be any beneficial effects. Instead it may result in a brittle material with higher notch
sensitivity, which is not desired from the shot-peening. Surface residual stresses are
beneficial only where subsequent yielding does not occur due to loads that occur in
service, as this may remove the compressive residual stress or even change it to a
harmful tensile one.

1.3. Methodology
The objective in this study was to show the effects of shot-peening on high cycle
fretting fatigue behavior of titanium alloy, Ti-6Al-4V. For this reason, the first part was
to get the S-N curves of the 6.35 mm thick shot-peened specimens by performing tests
( 7 tests ) in the laboratory under different loading conditions. Also, crack initiation
location and the initial crack orientations of the primary and the secondary cracks were
found by doing Scanning Electron Microscopy ( SEM ). A previous study performed by
Namjoshi, Jain, and Mall [6] with 3.81 mm thick shot-peened fretting specimens showed
that the crack initiation location was different from the as received specimens. It was
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inside the specimen at a depth ranging from 200 to 300 microns rather than on the surface
due to the residual compressive stress created by shot-peening. In this study, the author
found the crack initiation location and initial crack orientations of 6.35 mm thick shotpeened fretting specimens, and compared with the results from 3.81 mm thick specimens,
found by Namjoshi, Jain, and Mall [6]. The author conducted Finite Element Analysis
( FEA ) using ABAQUS [7]. Axial stress distribution along the longitudinal and
transverse directions was found to determine where the stress concentration was
maximum that might be the main reason of the crack initiation along the contact
interface. Besides the axial stresses, transverse and shear stresses were found too. By
using axial, transverse and shear stresses, several fatigue parameters were evaluated
along the contact surface, and within depth of the material. Theoretical details about these
fatigue parameters are given in Chapter 2. The author made some comparisons between
the observed crack initiation location and initial orientation of the primary crack ( SEM
Results ) and predicted location and orientation of the primary crack that causes failure
( Fatigue Parameters Results ). The author also compared the results of 6.35 mm thick
specimens found in this study with the results of 3.81 mm thick specimens obtained by
Namjoshi, Jain, and Mall [6]. In addition, the author investigated the thickness effects on
the crack initiation behavior of shot-peened specimens. Finally, the author tried to predict
the crack initiation cycles of shot-peened fretting fatigue specimens using the plain
fatigue and as received fretting fatigue data.

4

Blade Pressure Face

Blade-Disk Interface
Disk Pressure Face

Figure 1.1. Turbine Engine Blade-Disk Interface
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2. Literature Review

2.1. General Issue
In this chapter, different approaches and different formulations developed by several
researchers to investigate the fretting fatigue problem are reviewed in three main
sections. The first section will review the studies done in fatigue parameters area. These
parameters were used to describe the fretting fatigue crack initiation behavior. The
second section will review the analytical techniques ( mainly contact mechanics ) that
would help to validate the Finite Element Model of the fretting fatigue experimental
configuration used in this study. The third section will review details of the previous
study about shot-peening performed by Namjoshi, Jain, and Mall [6], which will also be a
basis for this thesis. In the previous study, some specific techniques were used while
analyzing the test results of 3.81 mm thick shot-peened specimens. Some of the steps
described in the third section will be used in the next chapters while analyzing the test
data of 6.35 mm thick shot-peened specimens in this study.

2.2. Fatigue Parameters
The studies done in Fatigue Parameters area were categorized by Lykins [8] under
four main, important areas. These areas are “Empirical Techniques, Fracture Mechanics
Techniques, Fretting Fatigue Specific Techniques, and Plain Fatigue Techniques”. These
techniques will be reviewed in detail in the following sections.
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2.2.1. Empirical Techniques. In the history of the fretting fatigue, several researchers
attempted to predict the failure cycles of the fretting fatigue specimens using many
different empirical techniques. In the studies done up to this time, the life debit due to
fretting has been correlated using one or more test variables, generally on the basis of the
applied stress. Most of the authors tried to explain the reduction in the life due to fretting
as a function of the alternating applied stress, but they ignored that under fretting fatigue
conditions, there is a stress concentration that develops at the edge of the contact as a
result of the applied normal, tangential and the axial load which causes the life debit. In
his studies, Harris [9] developed a sensitivity index for fretting fatigue of Ti-6Al-4V. He
made some normal pressure modifications and changed the magnitude of the stress
concentration at the edge of the contact, and showed that the important thing for
developing a fatigue parameter was making modifications on the stress concentration, not
the applied normal pressure.
Hoeppner and Goss [10] showed that fretting damage is produced after a certain
percentage of fatigue life with the fretting pads in contact with the fretting specimen.
Endo and Goto [11] also noticed this phenomenon when they worked on a different
material.
In the empirical techniques described above, the authors did not try to establish the
relationship between the change in applied loading condition and the change in the stress
or strain along the contact surface. Instead they just tried to show that fretting fatigue
reduced the strength of plain fatigue due to parametric variations of certain loading
conditions, specifically the applied normal pressure.
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2.2.2. Fracture Mechanics Techniques. As mentioned in the previous section, there
is a high stress concentration at the edge of contact as a result of the applied axial, normal
and tangential loads in fretting fatigue. Lindley and Nix [12,13] developed a stress
intensity factor for this highly stressed contact edge region. Using this stress intensity
factor, loading conditions leading to crack growth and arrest behavior would be
determined.
In fracture mechanics technique, there is a limitation. Either an initial crack length is
assumed or an estimate of threshold of the flaw size that can be tolerated for infinite
fretting fatigue life is provided. It is known from the previous studies that crack initiation
begins at around % 50 to % 90 of the total fatigue life for high cycle fretting fatigue
conditions, but it is impossible to find the exact life spent to reach an initial crack length.
As it is not easy to understand the crack initiation phase of the fretting fatigue, it is
getting more difficult to develop a fatigue parameter using fracture mechanics techniques
under high cycle fretting fatigue conditions. Also, fracture mechanics techniques do not
provide or predict the remaining life until failure after the point where there is an initial
crack length. In addition, the crack orientation must be assumed or known to conduct the
analyses using fracture mechanics techniques.
As a result, it can be said that fracture mechanics approach is not applicable under
high cycle fretting fatigue conditions, because fracture mechanics approach can be used
to analyze fatigue failure where a large part of life is spent in crack propagation, but it is
known that under high cycle fretting fatigue ( HCF ) conditions, a large part of the life is
spent during the crack nucleation and growth to a detectable size. So, there is no
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distinction made between the crack formation and crack propagation in HCF conditions.
2.2.3. Fretting Fatigue Specific Techniques. Ruiz and some other authors [14]
proposed two parameters that may be applicable specifically to fretting fatigue. These
parameters are as follows

κ1 = (σT )max (τδ )max

(1)

κ2 = (σTτδ ) max

(2)

where ( σT )max is the maximum tangential stress, and ( τδ )max is the maximum frictional
work. Ruiz proposed that damage from fretting fatigue depends on the work done by the
frictional force between contacting bodies. His first parameter is a measure of the
frictional energy expenditure density. In equations (1) and (2), frictional work term ( τδ )
represents the mechanism that nucleates cracks, and the maximum tangential stress term
( σT )max opens and then propagates the nucleated cracks. The tangential stress defined
here is analogous to the stress in the longitudinal direction in this study ( Figure 2.1 ).
The second parameter is the modified form of the first parameter. It asserts that crack
nucleation in the fretting fatigue can also depend on the maximum tangential stress.
Several authors found that maximum value of the second parameter ( κ2 ) had good
agreement with the location of fretting fatigue crack initiation along the interface, but
Mall, Jain and Lykins [15] showed that these parameters were inadequate to predict the
fretting fatigue crack initiation behavior. Lykins [8] found that there was not a distinct
trend between the Ruiz parameter and the fretting fatigue cycles to crack initiation, and
there was inconsistency about the crack initiation location when compared with the
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experimental observations.
Elkholy [16] developed a parameter as follows
(σR / p0 ) = 2f [1-exp(-E u / a p0 )]

(3)

where σR is the fretting fatigue strength reduction, p0 is the maximum pressure due to the
normal load ( Hertzian Peak Pressure ), f is the coefficient of friction, E is the elasticity
modulus, u is the slip distance, and a is the contact half length. He suggested subtracting
the fretting fatigue reduction factor from the plain fatigue strength of the material. He
also included the effects of the slip distance to his parameter. This method is applicable
only when the same stress ratio is used in fretting fatigue tests.
Lindley and Nix [12,13] included the effects of the slip distance in their studies too,
like Elkholy [16] did. Fouvry [17] recognized that the transition from the gross sliding
contact condition to the partial slip condition was an important threshold condition for
fretting fatigue. They all realized that the effects of the slip distance at the transition point
were the most important points while working on the fretting fatigue problem.
2.2.4. Plain Fatigue Techniques. Several authors formulated different plain fatigue
parameters, based on stress or strain history of the plain fatigue specimens. They then
used these parameters to estimate the lives of the fretting fatigue specimens. These plain
fatigue techniques can be applied in fretting fatigue problem at the trailing edge of the
contact where the stress concentration is maximum.
As a plain fatigue technique, Coffin [18] and Manson [19] showed the relation of the
strain and number of cycles to failure as follows
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(∆ε / 2 )p = εf’ ( 2Nf ) c’

(4)

where ( ∆ε / 2 )p is the plastic strain amplitude, εf’ is the fatigue ductility coefficient, Nf
is the number of strain reversals to failure ( 1 reversal = 0.5 cycle), and c’ is the fatigue
ductility exponent.
Basquin [20] showed a similar relation as follows
( ∆ε / 2 )e = σf’ / E * ( 2Nf ) b’

(5)

where ( ∆ε / 2 )e is the elastic strain amplitude, σf’ is the fatigue strength coefficient and
b’ is the fatigue strength exponent.
Using the previous equations, the total strain amplitude can be written as follows

εa = σf’ / E * ( 2Ni )b’+ εf’( 2Ni )c’

(6)

Equation (6) is known as strain life equation. It is a good fatigue parameter under
constant strain ratio conditions. It does not give accurate results when different strain
ratios are used while collecting data.
Walker [21] developed a method that also works with different strain ratios. His
method can be expressed as follows

εmax,Rε = εmax ( 1- Rε ) m

(7)

where εmax,Rε represents the maximum strain corrected for the given strain ratio, εmax is
the maximum strain, Rε is the strain ratio ( Rε = εmin / εmax ), and m is a material fitting
parameter. Lykins [8] showed that this parameter was in good agreement with the
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experimental results in predicting the number of cycles to crack initiation, and crack
initiation location along the contact surface, but not the initial crack orientation.
Socie [22] showed that the maximum principal strain could be used as a fatigue
parameter for multiaxial plain fatigue loading. The maximum principal strain corrected
for strain ratio can be formulated using the Walker [21] method in the same manner as
follows

ε1,R1 = ε1,max ( 1- R1 ) m

(8)

where ε1,R1 is maximum principal strain corrected for strain ratio, ε1,max is maximum
principal strain, and R1 is principal strain ratio. Lykins [8] found that this parameter was
not in good agreement with the experimental results while predicting the number of
cycles to crack initiation and initial crack orientation. It could just predict the crack
initiation location along the contact surface ( the location where the parameter has its
maximum value is accepted as the predicted crack initiation location ).
Nishioka and Hirokawa [23,24] showed that the maximum principal stress could be
used as a fatigue parameter to predict the crack initiation location. Also they found that
the initial crack orientation was around 45 o from the maximum principal stress plane.
Smith-Watson-Topper [25] formulated another considerable fatigue parameter
finding the number of cycles to crack initiation as follows

Γ = σmaxεa = ( σf’ )2 / E * ( 2Ni ) 2b’ + σf’εf’( 2Ni ) b’+c’

(9)

where σf’ is fatigue strength coefficient, b’ is fatigue strength exponent, εf’ is fatigue
ductility coefficient, c’ is fatigue ductility exponent, E is the elasticity modulus, and Ni is
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cycles to crack initiation. This equation is widely known as Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT)
[25] parameter. Mall, Jain, Namjoshi, and Lykins [26] evaluated this parameter in their
studies. They found that this parameter was effective in predicting the number of cycles
to crack initiation, and the crack initiation location, but not the initial crack orientation
along the contact surface.
In fretting fatigue, crack nucleation occurs in the contact region between the two
bodies where the state of stress is of a multiaxial nature. Based on this approach, Socie
[22] modified SWT parameter that it could also be used as a critical plane multiaxial
parameter. He changed the left hand side of equation (9) to represent the maximum
principal strain amplitude and the maximum principal stress.
In critical plane methods, it is possible to predict the orientation of crack and it can
provide an estimate of the crack size. Szolwinski and Farris [27] also made further
modifications to SWT parameter and proposed a critical plane approach for fretting
fatigue. Their modified parameter assumed that crack initiation occurs on the plane where
the product of the normal strain amplitude, εa , and the stress normal to this plane, σmax
was maximum. Their parameter, Γ = σmax εa , worked in predicting the crack initiation
location and orientation. The initial crack orientation was found to be perpendicular to the
applied axial stress.
Fatemi and Socie [28] showed that using the same strain amplitude in torsion tests
when compared to tension tests, it was possible to get longer lives. They created a model
as follows

γ [ 1 + k’( σn,max / Sy )] = τf’ / G * ( 2Ni )b’ + γf’( 2Ni )c’
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(10)

where γ is the critical shear strain amplitude, k’ is a fitting constant, σn,max is the normal
stress perpendicular to the critical plane, Sy is the yield stress of the material, τf’ is the
shear fatigue ductility coefficient, G is shear modulus, and γf’ is the shear fatigue
strength coefficient. Equation (10) is known as Fatemi and Socie ( F-S ) parameter.
Neu, Pape, Swalla-Michaud [29] found that Smith-Watson-Topper ( SWT ) critical
plane parameter predicted the crack initiation location well, but not the initial crack
orientation. However, they also found that Fatemi-Socie parameter predicted the crack
initiation location and initial crack orientation well. In addition, they realized that the
maximum shear strain amplitude did not coincide with the location of crack initiation
under fretting fatigue conditions, whereas it was effective for plain fatigue.
Lundberg and Palmgren [30] found out that under rolling contact conditions, shear
stress amplitude on the critical plane could be used to predict the bearing ring failures. It
was also applicable to fretting fatigue configuration as the roller bearing fatigue
configuration was similar to fretting fatigue configuration.
Fellows [31] and some other authors showed that for certain fretting fatigue
configurations, the location of the maximum shear stress amplitude on the critical plane
coincided with the observed crack initiation location. However they did not formulate
any fatigue parameters to predict the number of cycles to crack initiation and they did not
try to find any relations between the observed and the predicted angles of crack
orientation along the contact surface.
Lykins [8] proposed a shear stress based critical plane parameter as follows

γcrit = ( τmax / G )( 1-Rτ ) ] m

(11)
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where τmax is maximum shear stress, G is shear modulus, and Rτ is the shear stress ratio.
In order to compare the plain fatigue and fretting fatigue conditions, he then modified and
proposed this parameter as

γ*crit = ( 1 + σyy / σxx ) τmax / [ G ( 1-Rτ ) ] m

(12)

where σyy is the transverse stress, and σxx is the axial stress. This parameter involves the
maximum shear stress range along with the local shear stress ratio and transverse stress
ratio effects on the critical plane. This parameter was effective in predicting the number
of cycles to crack initiation, crack initiation location and initial crack orientation along
the contact surface.
Findley [32] proposed another multiaxial fatigue parameter, involving the normal
stress effect besides the shear stress as
FP = τa + k σmax

(13)

where k is an influence factor ( k = 0.35 ) ( 0.35 is found from plain fatigue data ), and

τa = ( τmax - τmin ) / 2

(14)

In their studies, Mall, Jain, Namjoshi and Lykins [26] showed that Findley parameter was
not effective in predicting the fretting fatigue lives from plain fatigue data, and also, the
predicted crack orientations were different from those observed experimentally. So, in
order to overcome this shortcoming of Findley parameter, they modified the Shear
Stress Range parameter in the form of Findley parameter, and proposed the Modified
Shear Stress Range ( MSSR ) parameter as follows
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MSSR = A.∆τcrit,effB + C.σmaxD

(15)

where Shear Stress Range parameter ( SSR ) was defined as

∆τcrit,eff = τmax ( 1-Rτ )m

and

m = 0.45

(16)

MSSR parameter explicitly included the effects of the shear stress as well as the normal
stress as it should be the case in multiaxial fatigue loading. Mall, Jain, Namjoshi and
Lykins [26] showed that MSSR parameter was effective in predicting the number of
cycles to crack initiation, crack initiation location, and initial crack orientation along the
contact surface, which were completely in agreement with their experimental
counterparts.
In Chapter 5 of this thesis, some of these fatigue parameters mentioned above will be
evaluated. These evaluations will be performed for different percentages of stress
relaxation. For shot-peened specimens, there will be some stress relaxation, and in order
to understand the crack initiation behavior of shot-peened specimens better, parameter
results will be analyzed thoroughly. As also it will be explained in Chapter 5, the
evaluations will be performed for Smith-Watson-Topper ( SWT ), Findley, Shear Stress
Range ( SSR ), and Modified Shear Stress Range ( MSSR ) parameters. For each of the
parameters, there will be comparisons between the experimentally observed crack
initiation locations, and initial crack orientations. Also, maximum values of these
parameters will be analyzed to find whether the crack initiation location is on the contact
surface or inside the material. In addition, the author will try to predict the crack initiation
cycles of shot-peened fretting fatigue specimens comparing the plain fatigue data and
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shot-peened fretting fatigue data. Finally, the results of Scanning Electron Microscopy
( SEM ) and fatigue parameters will be discussed in Chapter 6.

2.3. Contact Mechanics
In this study, there is a cylindrical body ( fretting pad ) in contact with a flat body
( fretting specimen ), which is the form of fretting fatigue configuration. So, there is a
contact problem between a cylindrical and a flat body to be solved. The analytical
solution for this case will be reviewed in details in the following section solved by Hills
and Nowell [33].
2.3.1. Contact Problem Between a Cylindrical and a Flat Body. The two bodies in
contact are assumed to have infinite boundaries. In Figure 2.2, the diagram of the two
bodies in contact are shown. In the figure, σaxial represents the applied cyclic axial stress,
P is the applied normal load, Q is the reacted tangential load, a is the contact half length,
b is the specimen half thickness, and A is the cross sectional area of the specimen. The
fretting pad has a constant radius, whereas the fretting specimen is infinite in the cross
sectional plane.
Hills and Nowell [33] developed a relation for the contact region in Y-direction like
( 1 / A* )( δh / δx ) = ( 1 / π ) ∫ [ p(ξ) / (x-ξ) ] - βq(x)

(17)

where h(x) = v1(x)-v2(x), is the amount of the overlap in case the contacting bodies
penetrate each other, p is the pressure in contact region and q is the surface shear stress.
A* is the composite compliance defined as
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A* = 2 [( 1-ν12) / E1 + (1-ν22) / E2 ]

(18)

and Dundar’s parameter, β, is defined as

β = ( 1 / 2 A* ) [ (1-2ν1) / E1 – (1-2ν2) / E2 ]

(19)

where E is the elasticity modulus and ν is the Poisson’s ratio. A similar equation can be
obtained as follows when tangential displacement is assumed as g(x) = u1(x) – u2(x)
(1 / A*)( δg / δx ) = ( 1 / π) ∫ [ q(ξ) / (x-ξ) ] + βp(x)

(20)

Equations (17) and (20) can be simplified, because the materials of the fretting pad and
the fretting specimen are the same in this study which leads to β = 0.
According to Hertz solution, when a normal load P is applied, there will be a peak
stress at the middle of the contact surface. Also, according to the Half Space assumption,
if one half of the fretting specimen thickness, b, is at least ten times the contact half
width, a, or b/a >10, it is accepted that a half space exists that can be interpreted as an
infinite boundary. Finite Element Analysis needs to be conducted if b/a < 10. Fellows et
al. [34] used b/a = 3 in their studies and showed that if the infinite boundary assumption
is violated, there will be a deviation from the analytical solutions.
Hills and Nowell [33] found an expression using the equilibrium between the applied
load and pressure distribution for the contact zone as
a

P=-

∫ p(ξ )dξ

= ( π k a2 ) / 2A*

(21)

−a
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where k = 1/R1 + 1/R2 . Here, R1 is the radius of the fretting pad, and R2 is the radius of
the fretting specimen. Using the previous equation, the pressure distribution can be
expressed as
p(x) = - p0 [ 1 - ( x / a )2 ] 0.5

(22)

where p0 is the maximum pressure ( Hertzian Peak Pressure ) defined as

p0 =

2P
πa

(23)

P is the applied normal load, and a is the contact half length. Contact half length, a, can
be found using equation (21) as follows

a2 =

2 PA *
πk

(24)

In this study, for a fretting pad having a curvature of 50.8 mm, and a fretting specimen
having a flat surface ( R = ∞ ), contact half length can be found as follows after applying
the variables
a = [ ( ( 8PR1 ) / π ) ( ( 1-ν2 ) / E ) ] 0.5

(25)

The axial stress ( stress along longitudinal direction ) resulting from the applied normal
load P can be expressed in Cartesian coordinates as
(σxx) normal = -p0 { [ a2 - x2 ] 0.5 / a }

(26)
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On the contact surface, after applying normal load P and tangential load Q, there will
be a stick zone in the middle and slip zones at both sides. As shown in Figure 2.3, the
distance between –c and c gives the sticking region whereas the distances between –a and
–c, and c and a show the slipping regions. In the stick region, contacting points of the
fretting specimen and the fretting pad move together, but in the slip zone the contacting
points of the specimen and pad move freely.
Shear stress distribution along the contact surface is described as
q(x) = C / ( a2 - x2 ) 0.5

(27)

where C is found as
C=Q/π

(28)

Q is the total shear stress along the contact length, which is obtained by integrating the
shear stress distribution. It is also found by Hills and Nowell [33] as follows
Q = [ ( f p0 π ) / ( 2a ) ] ( a2 - c2 )

(29)

where f is the coefficient of friction, and stick zone size is described as follows
c / a = [ 1- Q / f P  ] 0.5

(30)

Eventually, the stress distribution caused by the tangential load in the X-direction
( longitudinal direction ) is found as
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(σxx) tangential = 2 f p0 - 2
π

a

q ' ( x)

∫ x + a dx

(31)

−a

where
q’(x) = -[ ( f p0 c) / a ] { 1-[( x – e ) / c] 2 } 0.5

(32)

e = ( σ a ) / ( 4 f p0 )

(33)

and

Total stress along the contact surface of the fretting specimen and the fretting pad in
X-direction ( longitudinal direction ) can be expressed as the sum of the axial stresses
caused by the normal and tangential loads, and the applied axial stress as follows

σxx = (σxx) normal + (σxx) tangential + (σxx)axial

(34)

Chan and Lee [35] wrote a program named “Ruiz program” which carries out the
numerical solution of the equation (34). In this study, the results of the Finite Element
Analysis ( FEA ) and Ruiz program will be compared, and by means of comparing FEA
results with this alternative analytical solution technique, FEA results will be validated in
Chapter 4. After validating the FEA results, σxx, σyy, and τxy values of the FEA output
data will be used to evaluate the fatigue parameters mentioned in the previous section,
along the contact surface and within depth of the specimen ( along longitudinal and
transverse directions ). Also, it should be noted again that Finite Element Analysis is
necessary for the configuration of cylindrical pad on a flat specimen in this study,
because the thickness of the shot-peened specimens is 6.35 mm, and half of the thickness
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is less than ten times b/a. It will be 7.2159 < 10, as it will be shown in Chapter 4.

2.4. Specific Techniques Used for 3.81 mm Thick Shot-Peened Specimens

As also mentioned in the previous chapter, various methods involving surface
modifications such as shot-peening [1-2], coatings [3-4] and soft shims [5] have been
used by several researchers to improve the fretting fatigue behavior of Ti-6Al-4V. This
study will mostly focus on shot-peening, because the objective here is finding the effects
of shot-peening on high cycle fretting fatigue behavior of Ti-6Al-4V rather than the other
methods.
In their studies, De Los Rios, Brown, Trooll and Levers [36-37] have shown that
shot-peening improves the fretting fatigue strength of materials. Mutoh, Satoh and
Tsunoda [38] have shown that the introduction of the residual compressive stress is the
most significant factor in improving the fretting fatigue behavior of materials.
While working with shot-peened specimens, the profile of the residual compressive
stress is very important. Also, the profile of compensatory residual tensile stress, which is
unknown, needs to be found. It is possible to find the profile of the compensatory residual
tensile stress using an analytical technique described as follows, which was used by
Namjoshi, Jain and Mall [6] with 3.81 mm thick shot-peened specimens in the previous
study.
Yo

∫
0

σc(y) dy =

d /2

∫

σt(y) dy

(35)

Yo
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{ dσc / dy }–Y0 = { dσt / dy}+Y0

(36)

[ σt(y) ] y = d / 2 = 0

(37)

[ σt(y) ] y = Y0 = 0

(38)

where σc(y) and σt(y) are the compressive and tensile residual stresses in the specimen
as a function of depth (y) respectively ( Y-axis is the transverse direction along the
thickness of the specimen ). Y0 is the depth at which the residual compressive stress
becomes zero and d is the thickness of the specimen. The resulting tensile stress variation
then can be expressed as follows

σt(y) = [ p q ( M+r ) ] / [ ( M+r )2 + p2 ] - s :

d/2 > y > Y0

(39)

where M = y - Y0 , and the coefficients p, q, r, s can be found after solving the equations
(35) through (38) in this analytical solution technique.
After finding the profile of this compensatory residual tensile stress, the value and the
depth of the maximum compensatory residual tensile stress becomes important, because
it can be used to guess the crack initiation location that causes failure. This assumption
was used by Namjoshi, Jain and Mall [6] with 3.81 mm thick shot-peened specimens.
While performing tests in the laboratory, applied stress range can be described as

∆σ = σmax - σmin

(40)

Effective stress after considering the stress ratio effect can be shown using the Walker
method [21] as
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σeff = σmax ( 1- σmin / σmax ) m

(41)

where m was found as 0.45 by Lykins [8] as an accurate value giving good results, so
0.45 is also used in this study. Then, in order to fit the experimental data on a curve, the
applied stress range can be described as

∆σ = C1 ( N ) C2 + C3 ( N ) C4

(42)

where C1, C2, C3, C4 can be found using a curve fitting technique with Kaleidagraph [39].
Also, effective stress can be described as

σeff = C1 ( N ) C2 + C3 ( N ) C4

(43)

Different C1, C2, C3, C4 coefficients can also be found for effective stress values.
In their studies with 3.81 mm thickness, Namjoshi, Jain and Mall [6] showed that
shot-peening moved the crack initiation location from contact surface to somewhere
around 200-300 microns within depth of Ti-6Al-4V. They showed three modes of failure
in the shot-peened specimens explained as:
a) “fatigue-induced failure showing striations with increasing spacing away from
the crack initiation site”,
b) “the region between the pure fatigue failure and the overload region showing
evidence of mixed-mode failure in which both ductile and fatigue-induced failure was
present”, and
c) “the overload region indicating the plastic deformation”.
They showed that the introduction of residual stresses in the substrate of Ti-6Al-4V
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improved the fretting fatigue life of the material when compared to as received specimens
test data. They mentioned that in order to realize the beneficial effects of the residual
compressive stresses, “the depth of the compressive zone must be greater than the depth
of the region effected by compressive stresses. Therefore, a shot-peening method, which
produces a large compressive residual stress at the surface with a rapid fall-off, may not
be appropriate to improve the fretting fatigue life. On the other hand, a method that
produces a residual stress profile with a smaller gradient, so that the compressive stress
goes deeper into the substrate may provide a much better improvement in the fretting
fatigue life of the material”.
As also defined in equation (41), Namjoshi, Jain and Mall [6] used the Walker
method [21] to define the effective stress. ( It can be obtained when the stress ratio effect
is taken into consideration. It should be noted that mean stress may be the same for
different stress ratios. So, especially while working with different stress ratios, effective
stress should be handled carefully ). They showed that either stress range or effective
stress plots demonstrated the beneficial effects of shot-peening especially at lower stress
levels for 3.81 mm thickness. As a one dimensional approach, they added the effect of
maximum compensatory residual tensile stress to the applied axial cyclic stress. They
defined the effective stress after incorporating the maximum compensatory residual
tensile stress as follows

σeff = (σmax + σten.res. )[ 1- (σmin + σten.res ) / ( σmax + σten.res )] m

(44)

In this study, the residual stresses are assumed to act in both tangential direction ( the
same direction the applied cyclic stresses act ), and transverse direction on the contact
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surface and within depth of the material. Namjoshi, Jain and Mall [6] showed that there
was a good agreement between life under plain fatigue and life under fretting fatigue with
shot-peening when the effect of the residual compensatory tensile stress was included.
They also showed that shot-peening eliminated the effect of fretting ( due to residual
compressive stress ), but resulted in plain fatigue like behavior when the effect of the
compensatory residual tensile stress was considered. They noticed that the beneficial
effects of shot-peening were eliminated when the applied stress exceeded the residual
compressive stress.
It should be noted that, for 3.81 mm thickness, any of the fatigue parameters
mentioned in this chapter were not evaluated for shot-peened specimens in the previous
study. Experimental and Scanning Electron Microscopy ( SEM ) results were obtained,
and an acceptable, logical explanation for crack initiation mechanism was found using
the analytical technique described above. Evaluation of the fatigue parameters for 3.81
mm thick specimens will be done by the author of this study.
In Chapter 5, the author will evaluate the mentioned fatigue parameters for both 3.81
mm, and 6.35 mm thicknesses. There will be comparisons between the experimental and
predicted results for these two thickness values to show the thickness effects on the shotpeened specimens, and the results found will be discussed in Chapter 6. Also, there will
be comparisons between the shot-peened fretting fatigue, as received fretting fatigue, and
plain fatigue test data to find accurate explanations for the crack initiation behavior of
shot-peened fretting fatigue specimens.
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3. Experiments

3.1. Experimental Configuration

As mentioned in Chapter 1, fretting fatigue is a very common problem in aircraft
engine turbines. The geometry and loading conditions in a turbine of an aircraft engine
are very complex. However, in this study, simplified geometry and loading conditions
were used to investigate the effects of shot-peening on high cycle fretting fatigue
behavior of titanium alloy, Ti-6Al-4V, which is a very common metal used in aircraft
engine turbines.
The fretting fatigue tests were conducted on a servo-hydraulic uniaxial test machine,
at room temperature, in a laboratory environment, at cyclic frequencies of 5 Hz and 10
Hz. A cylinder-on-flat configuration was used to introduce the fretting effect. The
contacting bodies are the fretting fatigue pads and the fretting fatigue specimen. Two
fretting pads, each with cylindrical end radius of 50.8 mm were pressed against the
surface of the fretting fatigue specimen using a fretting fixture ( Figure 3.1 ). The contact
of the specimen and the pad was supplied by the use of the lateral springs, which applied
a constant normal load of 1335 N. Dog-bone shaped shot-peened fatigue specimens with
gage section dimensions of 60 mm (length), 6.35 mm (width) and 6.35 mm (thickness)
were used ( Figure 3.2 ). In all tests, a normal load ( P ) of 1335 N was applied, which
resulted in a Hertzian peak pressure of 304 MPa, and contact half length of 0.44 mm on
the fretting fatigue specimen. This normal load ( P ) was measured using two load cells
on each side of the fretting specimen. Both the fretting specimens and the fretting pads
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used in the tests were machined from titanium alloy, Ti-6Al-4V. The modulus of
elasticity, E, and the yield stress, σy, of Ti-6Al-4V were determined to be 126.5 GPa and
1003 MPa respectively. The specimens were shot-peened based on the SAE Aerospace
Materials Specification ( AMS ) 2432 standard, using a computer controlled equipment
with an intensity of 7 Almen. The process was conducted with ASR 110 cast steel shots
with 100 % surface coverage.

3.2. Fretting Fatigue Tests and Experimental Results

All fretting fatigue tests of 6.35 mm thick shot-peened specimens were conducted
under a tension-tension loading condition at different stress levels, but with the same
stress ratio of 0.1. The details of these test data are given in Table 3.1. The coefficient of
friction between the fretting specimen and the fretting pads was measured during some of
the tests. For this, the specimen was released from the upper grip ( Figure 3.1 ), and then
the applied load on the bottom side of the specimen was increased very slowly in
displacement control mode till the local sliding between the specimen and fretting pads
occurred [40]. This sliding force and the applied normal load provided coefficient of
friction, which was found as 0.258 after zero cycles, 0.3 after 5,000 cycles and 0.4583
after 10,000 cycles.
In this study, the applied loads were varied to obtain different cycles data on different
logarithmic intervals. After performing 7 tests in the laboratory, the author obtained S-N
curves of the 6.35 mm thick shot-peened specimens having the residual compressive
stress profile given in Figure 3.3. This profile was obtained before the tests, using X-ray
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diffraction technique, by Lambda Research Center, Cincinnati. The compensatory
residual tensile stress profile, which was unknown, was assumed to have a rectangular
distribution. Figure 3.4 shows the measured residual compressive and assumed
compensatory residual tensile stress profiles together. Rectangular distribution
assumption for the compensatory residual tensile stress profile will be discussed in
Chapter 6. Figure 3.5 shows stress range versus life, and Figure 3.6 shows the
effective stress versus life. Effective stress versus life plots are important, especially
when different stress ratios are used in the experiments, but it should be repeated that the
same stress ratio was used in this study ( R = 0.1 ) for all tests. It can be seen easily from
these two charts that shot-peening increases failure life. The trend lines in Figure 3.5 and
Figure 3.6 are obtained in Excel after using a curve fitting technique with Kaleidagraph
[39]. This technique was also mentioned in Chapter 2. The equations (42) and (43) are
used in Excel after the coefficients are calculated by Kaleidagraph [39]. The coefficients
C1, C2, C3, C4 are given in Table 3.2 for both stress range versus life ( ∆σ vs. N ), and
effective stress versus life ( σeff vs. N ) charts belonging to 6.35 mm thickness. It should
be noted that, these global charts do not include the effects of stress concentration at the
trailing edge of contact region and the multiaxial loading effects under fretting condition.
Therefore, in Chapter 5, the author will evaluate the fatigue parameters that include the
stress concentration and multiaxial loading effects to investigate the crack initiation
behavior of Ti-6Al-4V.
The experimental data for 50.8 mm end radius pads and 6.35 mm thick shot-peened
specimens are given in Table 3.1. Experimental data for 50.8 mm end radius pads and
3.81 mm thick shot-peened specimens are also shown in Table 3.3. The tests of 3.81 mm
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thickness were performed by Namjoshi [6]. In order to make some comparisons between
the two different shot-peened specimen groups having two different thicknesses, and two
different residual stress profiles, these data need to be shown too. ( It should be noted that
thickness effects on shot-peened specimens will be discussed in Chapter 6. )
In the experiments, the normal load P was applied first. In this study, the normal load
P was constant in all tests and it was 1335 N. Then using 0.1 as the stress ratio value, the
cyclic axial load was applied as σaxialmax and σaxialmin as different values in each test. The
corresponding tangential loads Qmax and Qmin were also found for each test after
analyzing the test data. The details for maximum and minimum values of the applied
loads, σaxial , and resultant tangential loads, Q, are in Table 3.1. When the test results are
analyzed, the author tried to show the maximum and minimum values of the resultant
tangential loads after some specific cycles. The aim for this type of analysis was to find
the stabilized maximum and minimum Q loads among the whole test duration that would
be used in Finite Element Analysis. A typical example for Qmax and Qmin versus life is
given in Figure 3.7. Also the author investigated the changes of the tangential loads Q,
versus the applied loads F to find out the hysteresis loops. In the hysteresis loops, it was
possible to see the gross sliding, and partial slip conditions. In the gross sliding stage, the
Q load was increasing to a local maximum, and then decreasing to the steady state
condition. The time of gross sliding in the tests was not very long for the cylindrical pad
geometry. In the partial slip stage, Q load was following a stabilized pattern, with a
maximum and minimum as stabilized extremums. These stabilized extremum values are
important, because these Qmax and Qmin values are used in the Finite Element input files.
In this study, Finite Element Analysis ( FEA ) is required as also mentioned in Chapter 2,
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and it models the actual test configuration to find the axial, transverse and shear stress
distributions along the contact surface and within depth of the material. The results of
FEA will be used while evaluating the fatigue parameters in Chapter 5. A typical
example for Q versus F, found for some specific cycles is also shown in Figure 3.8,
where the gross sliding and partial slip stages can be seen easily. Gross sliding stage is
the stage where larger loops are seen. Gross sliding stage is happening in the first stages
of life. In some of the tests, a sudden drop in Q near the end of the test was noticed and
correlated to the rapid growth of a major crack. The failure cycles for these tests were
also accurate with the cycles expected according to loading conditions ( according to S-N
curves ). It was observed that the duration of partial slip stage was much longer than
gross sliding stage for cylindrical pad geometry.
In the next chapters, using these experimental test results, Finite Element Analysis
( FEA ) will be conducted for each test, and using the FEA results, fatigue parameters
mentioned in Chapter 2 will be evaluated to find possible explanations to Scanning
Electron Microscopy ( SEM ) results. It should be repeated again that SEM was used to
find the crack initiation location and initial crack orientation along the contact surface for
some of the tests performed.

3.3. Crack Location

An important feature of a fretting fatigue parameter is that it should be able to predict
the crack initiation location. In this study, after each fretting fatigue test, it is observed by
looking at the fretting scar on the specimen that the failure location was near the trailing
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edge of contact where x/a was 1. In Figure 3.9, it can be seen from the fretting fatigue
scar that the failure of the fretting specimen belonging to Test # 5 was very near the
trailing edge of contact ( Trailing edge is the right hand side of the picture ). Figure 3.10
shows the fretting scar on the pads used also in Test # 5. The observed contact length was
measured as 1.56 mm as it can be seen in Figure 3.10, whereas the analytical result was
0.88 mm ( Use equation (25) for the fretting pad having 50.8 mm end radius ). Lykins
also noticed that, for 50.8 mm end radius pad configuration, the observed contact length
was bigger than the analytical result. The values in his case were 1.3 mm, and 0.88 mm
respectively for the same geometry. This happened, because when the crack size
increased, some changes in the compliance occurred which resulted in larger contact
widths than the expected values. For shot-peened specimens, higher coefficient of friction
may be the reason for greater experimental contact widths when compared with the
values of as received specimens.
Besides the failure location, it is also important to know whether the crack initiation
location is on the contact surface or within depth of the material for shot-peened
specimens. It is well known that in shot-peened specimens, there is a compressive
residual stress on the contact surface, and this compressive stress changes with a profile
within depth of the material. The measured residual compressive stress profile along the
depth of the specimen for 6.35 mm thickness is shown in Figure 3.3. The measured
residual compressive stress becomes zero at a depth of 164 microns in this profile. After
this point, the profile of the compensatory residual tensile stress that balances the
equilibrium of residual stresses needs to be found. Compensatory residual tensile stress
profile is unknown. In this study, for 6.35 mm thickness, the distribution of the
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compensatory residual tensile stress was assumed to be rectangular and having the
value calculated as 27.95 MPa after the depth of 164 microns from the contact surface
( Figure 3.4 ). In Namjoshi’s [6] tests with 3.81 mm thick shot-peened specimens, the
distribution of this compensatory residual tensile stress was assumed to have a serpentlike distribution having the peak value of 260 MPa at a depth of 255 microns. The
equations for this technique is pointed out in Chapter 2 ( Equation (35) through (38) ). It
must be noted again that in Namjoshi’s [6] tests, the thickness used was 3.81 mm. The
reasons why it’s assumed a rectangular distribution in this study for 6.35 mm thick
specimens will be explained in details in Chapter 6.
Under Scanning Electron Microscopy ( SEM ), for 6.35 mm thick shot-peened
specimens, crack initiation location was found to be on the contact surface whereas it was
found to be at the depth ranging from 200 to 300 microns for 3.81 mm thick shot-peened
specimens. Figure 3.11 through Figure 3.14 show the SEM results of the first and fifth
tests performed by the author of this study, using 6.35 mm thick shot-peened specimens.
In these figures, it can be seen that the crack initiation location is on the contact surface
of the material where there are river patterns and discoloration. Figure 3.11 shows the
river patterns clearly. Figure 3.12 shows the tilted position of the specimen which
apparently shows the crack initiation location as the corner ( Corner shows contact
surface ). Figure 3.13 shows a very apparent discoloration, and Figure 3.14 shows the
discoloration again under higher magnification that indicate the crack initiation location
at the contact surface of the specimen. As a result, it can be summarized that for 3.81 mm
thick shot-peened specimens, the failure location was near the trailing edge of contact,
and crack initiation location was at the depth of the specimen ranging from 200 to 300
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microns. For 6.35 mm thick shot-peened specimens, the failure location was near the
trailing edge of contact again, but crack initiation location was at the contact surface this
time rather than within depth of the material. A possible explanation for the considerable
difference in the crack initiation locations between 3.81 mm and 6.35 mm thick specimen
groups will be given in Chapter 6. While evaluating the fatigue parameters in Chapter 5,
stress relaxation measured on the contact surface using X-ray diffraction technique within
base facilities, will be taken into consideration, and the effects of different percentages of
stress relaxation on the change of the crack initiation location will be discussed.

3.4. Crack Orientation

Another important feature of a fatigue parameter is that it should be able to predict
the initial crack angle at the crack initiation location. The experimentally observed and
the predicted angles should match. For 6.35 mm thickness, the initial angle of the primary
crack that caused the failure of the specimen was found to be –53.7 degrees for Test # 1.
Figure 3.15 shows the initial crack angle for Test # 1. After 8.3 microns, the crack
appears to be growing perpendicular to the axial load. The initial crack angle was also
found for Test # 4. Figure 3.16 shows that the initial crack angle is –37 degrees, but then
it becomes 53.6 degrees. It shows that it is changing its direction by nearly 90 degrees.
Lykins [8] also noticed this phenomenon named as orthogonal cracking in his studies.
Besides the primary crack that caused the failure of the specimen, secondary crack, which
could not grow much, was also found for Test # 5. Figure 3.17 shows the secondary
crack found for Test # 5. The initial angle of this secondary crack was found to be –28
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degrees.
In Chapter 5 of this thesis, the initial primary crack angles that are found here will be
compared with the predicted angles using the fatigue parameters mentioned in Chapter 2.
Besides the initial crack angles, the experimentally found crack initiation locations will
be compared with the predicted locations. These comparisons will be done for both 3.81
mm and 6.35 mm thickness values.
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Figure 3.1. Fretting Fatigue Experimental Configuration
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Figure 3.2. Dog-bone shaped specimen and 50.8 mm end radius pad
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Figure 3.5. Stress Range versus Life ( ∆σ vs N )
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Figure 3.6. Effective Stress versus Life ( σeff vs N )
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Figure 3.7. Qmax & Qmin vs N ( Test # 2 )
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2b = 6.35 mm

Figure 3.9. Fretting Scar on the Specimen ( Test # 5 )
Note : Trailing edge of contact is right hand side of the picture.
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2aEXP =1.56 mm

Figure 3.10. Fretting Scar on the Pads ( Test # 5 )
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Figure 3.11. Crack Initiation Location ( Test # 5 )
Crack Initiation Location : Contact Surface
Clue : River Patterns
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Figure 3.12. Crack Initiation Location ( Tilted View of the Specimen ) ( Test # 5 )
Crack Initiation Location : Contact Surface
Clue : River Patterns and Discoloration
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Figure 3.13. Crack Initiation Location ( Test # 1 )
Crack Initiation Location : Contact Surface
Clue : Discoloration
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Figure 3.14. Crack Initiation Location ( Under Higher Magnification ) ( Test # 1 )
Crack Initiation Location : Contact Surface
Clue : Discoloration
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Figure 3.15. Initial Crack Angle ( Test # 1)
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Figure 3.16. Initial Crack Angle ( Test # 4 )
θ1 = -37 degrees
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Figure 3.17. Secondary Crack ( Test # 5 )
θ = -28 degrees
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Table 3.1. Test Data For 6.35 mm thick Shot-peened Specimens ( This study )
Test
#

σmax
( MPa )

σmin
( MPa )

R

σeff
( MPa )

Qmax
(N)

Qmin
(N)

f

Nf
Cycles

1

500

50

0.1

476.85

1130.64

-969.73

1

30839

2

333.33

33.33

0.1

317.89

687.24

-714.95

1

1189508

3

444.44

44.44

0.1

423.86

631.99

-483.64

1

2415267

4

500

50

0.1

476.85

1482.76

-741

1.2

155545

5

555.55

55.55

0.1

529.83

1643.35

-793.07

1.3

124222

6

422.22

42.22

0.1

402.67

916.52

-577.16

1

3562668

7

666.66

66.66

0.1

635.79

1013.29

-583.06

1

62501

Note : Coefficient of friction, f values are the assumed values in FEA.

Table 3.2. C1, C2, C3, C4 Constants for Equations (42) and (43) for 6.35 mm thickness

Case

C1

C2

C3

C4

Figure

∆σ vs Ν

640880

-0.70744

289.68

0.011239

Figure 3.5

σeff vs N

3034300

-0.85304

331.93

0.008337

Figure 3.6
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Table 3.3. Test Data For 3.81 mm thickness ( Namjoshi's Tests) [6]

Test
#

σmax
( MPa )

σmin
( MPa )

R

σeff
( MPa )

Qmax
(N)

Qmin
(N)

16

547.2

272.49

0.4976

401.68

157.8

-224

17

621.47

23.71

0.03815

610.68

201

-591.2 0.33

37401

18

631.95

19.86

0.03142

622.94

213

-426.3

0.4

37401

19

649.97

323.97

0.49844

476.47

240

-536

0.5

204504

20

652.73

312.57

0.47887

486.81

223

-79.8

0.33

95149

21

737.86

257.41

0.36887

599.83

250

-93

0.33

59373

22

910.14

119.51

0.13131

854.27

221

-620

0.5

22561

f

Nf
Cycles

0.33 4438031

Note : Coefficient of friction, f values are the assumed values in FEA.
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4. Validation of Finite Element Analysis

4.1. Requirement for Finite Element Analysis
As mentioned in Chapter 2, Finite Element Analysis is required for the configuration
of cylindrical pad on a flat specimen in this study, because the configuration has finite
boundaries, and the half space assumption is violated, b/a < 10. The thickness of the shotpeened specimens is 6.35 mm, and half of the thickness is 3.175 mm. Analytical solution
gives the value of contact half width as 0.44 mm. Contact half width, a, can be found
using equations (18), (24), and (25) of Chapter 2. Then b/a ratio is found to be 7.2159,
which is smaller than 10. This ratio can be found as ( 3.175 / 0.44 ) = 7.2159. So, half
space assumption is violated, b/a < 10, and Finite Element Analysis ( FEA ) is required to
get accurate data confirming the experimental results.

4.2. Finite Element Model of Fretting Fatigue Configuration
Finite Element Analysis in this thesis was conducted using commercially available
code ABAQUS [ 7 ]. Finite Element Model of the fretting fatigue specimen and
cylindrical pads was created using 4-noded, plane strain elements along with master-slave
contact algorithm on the contact surface between the fretting pad and the specimen. The
4-noded elements ( bilinear ) were chosen instead of 8-noded elements ( serendipity ),
because the mid side node in the 8-noded element introduces an oscillation in the stress
state along the contact interface as also mentioned by Lykins [8]. The first step in
defining contact between the pad and the specimen was to create contact surfaces. This
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was accomplished using contact elements which established a relationship between the
slave nodes ( nodes on the specimen ) and the master surface ( surface of the pad ). This
determined which segments on the master surface interact with which slave nodes and
established the contact algorithm for the transfer of the loads between the two contacting
bodies. The master-slave contact algorithm uses the same type of formulation as the gap
element technique.
FEA Model of the pad having end radius, r = 50.8 mm, and specimen having the
thickness, 2b = 6.35 mm is shown in Figure 4.1. In this model, there are three bodies. The
first body is the fretting specimen, the second body is the fretting pad, and the third body
is the lateral spring pad ( rigid body constraint ). The fretting pad and the fretting
specimen have the same material properties. The Elasticity Modulus is 126 GPa, and
Poisson’s ratio is 0.32. The lateral spring pad ( rigid body constraint ) has different
material properties. The Elasticity Modulus is 34.475 KPa, and Poisson’s ratio is 0.3.
In the FEA mesh generated, half length of the specimen is 19.05 mm, half thickness
of the specimen is 3.175 mm, width of the specimen is 6.35 mm, width of the pad is
9.525 mm, cylindrical end radius of the pad is 50.8 mm, and contact width between the
pad and the specimen is 6.35 mm. On the contact surface, the element length of the
contacting elements is 6.2011 µm, and the element height of the contacting elements is
7.9375 µm. ( These values were close to the converged values Lykins [8] used in his
studies. After mesh refinement studies, he found element length as 6.2 µm and element
height as 6.2 µm ). These dimensions are gradually increasing in the regions away from
the contact zone.
The load and boundary conditions on the fretting fatigue configuration are shown in
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Figure 4.2. The fretting pad was constrained in X-direction by a rigid body constraint.
Also a multi-point constraint ( MPC ) was applied at the top of the pad to prevent it from
rotating due to the application of loads. These top nodes of the pad were forced to move
in unison in Y-direction. The specimen was constraint in X and Y directions by providing
constraints on the left and at the bottom of the specimen respectively. Also there were
multi-point constraints ( MPC ) between the border elements where element sizes
changed. This was used to prevent free nodes of the smaller elements penetrate the bigger
elements.
The loads were applied in three steps. The normal load P, was applied first on top of
the pad as a distributed load. P load was constant in all tests ( 1335 N ), and the applied P
value as a distributed load was 22.064 MPa. The contact half length was calculated as
0.44028 mm after this first step, and the Hertzian Peak Pressure was 303.44 MPa. The
analytical solution results for contact half length and Hertzian Peak Pressure were
calculated as 0.44 mm, and 304 MPa respectively using the technique described in
Chapter 2 ( Use equations (18), (24), (25) for contact half length, and (23) for Hertzian
Peak Pressure ). In the second step, the maximum tangential load Qmax, and the maximum
axial stress σaxial,max were applied to match the experimental maximum cyclic loading
condition. In the third step, the minimum tangential load Qmin, and the minimum axial
stress σaxial,min were applied to match the experimental minimum cyclic loading condition.
Tangential load Q was applied on the left hand side of the fretting pad, and axial stress,
σaxial, was applied on the right hand side of the fretting specimen as it can be seen in
Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2. It should be repeated that Qmax and Qmin values used in FEA
input files were found after analyzing the test data for each specific test as also mentioned
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in Chapter 3. It should also be noted that computations in FEA were conducted over one
cycle, just for the maximum and minimum loading conditions.
Coefficient of friction was different for each test. In each FEA input file, coefficient
of friction, f, was calculated using the criterion Q ≤ f P, where P is the applied normal
load ( 1335 N ), and Q is the tangential load found after analyzing the test data for each
test. The data for Qmax, Qmin and f values used in this study for 6.35 mm thickness is
given in Table 3.1. The data for coefficient of friction given in Table 3.1 were assumed
appropriate and used for each test of 6.35 mm thickness. The same assumptions were
made for 3.81 mm thickness by Namjoshi [6]. The data of the assumed coefficient of
friction for 3.81 mm thickness is also given in Table 3.3.

4.3. Comparisons for Validation
Figure 4.3 shows the variation of σxx in X-direction along the contact surface. It
shows the FEA result and Chan Lee solution [35] together. For Test # 1, FEA solution
gives σxx,max = 993.2937 MPa as a peak value at x/a = 0.9295, and Chan Lee solution
gives σxx,max = 1000 MPa at x/a = 0.96 as the peak value. The difference between FEA
and Chan Lee solutions is less than 1 % when the peak stress values are compared, and
less than 4 % when the locations of the peak stresses are compared. Alternative analytical
technique, Ruiz program ( Chan Lee solution ) gives the half contact length as 0.4398
mm, and peak pressure as 304.2 MPa.
As a summary, the contact half length and the peak pressure values for the solutions
of Nowell and Hills [33] ( analytical-contact mechanics ), FEA, and RUIZ ( Chan Lee
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solution [35] ) will be as below:
aanalytical = 0.44 mm,

aFEA = 0.44028 mm,

aRUIZ = 0.4398 mm, and

p0,analytical = 304 MPa,

p0,FEA = 303.44 MPa,

p0,RUIZ = 304.2 MPa.

Based on these results, FEA models used in this thesis are considered accurate, and
the results of FEA are used while evaluating the fatigue parameters in Chapter 5.
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2

5. Fatigue Parameter Evaluations and Results

5.1. General
In this chapter, some of the fatigue parameters mentioned in Chapter 2 will be
evaluated to investigate the crack initiation behavior of shot-peened fretting fatigue
specimens. These parameters will be Smith-Watson-Topper parameter, Findley
parameter, Shear Stress Range parameter ( SSR ), and Modified Shear Stress Range
Parameter ( MSSR ). As also mentioned in Chapter 3, evaluation of these fatigue
parameters are important, because by means of these fatigue parameters, the stress
concentration on the trailing edge of contact, and multiaxial loading effects are taken into
consideration, as it should be the case in fretting fatigue.
For all of the fatigue parameters that are evaluated in this chapter, Finite Element
Analysis ( FEA ) was conducted for each specific test, and then axial, transverse and
shear stresses of the FEA output data were used in parameter programs written in Fortran.
In the first part, all these fatigue parameters were evaluated for three different cases,
for both 3.81 mm and 6.35 mm thickness values. In the first case, stresses in the residual
stress profiles were not added to FEA stress results, just like the case for as received
fretting specimens ( 100 % Stress Relaxation Case ). In the second case, stresses in the
residual stress profiles were added to FEA stress values, and fatigue parameters were
evaluated using the resultant stresses obtained after incorporating the residual stresses
( 0 % Stress Relaxation Case ). It should be noted that residual stresses were assumed
biaxial and equal to each other as axial and transverse stresses in this study ( σxx = σyy ).
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In the third case, parameters were evaluated for 60 % stress relaxation ( 60 % was
chosen, because after failure, X-ray diffraction, which was performed within base
facilities, showed around 60 % stress relaxation on the contact surface for Test # 1 ).
After the tests, some of the failed specimens were sent to X-ray diffraction to get the
new profile of the residual stresses after failure. The aim was to find out how much stress
relaxation occurred on the specimens. Figure 5.1 shows the profile of residual stresses
obtained in the base facilities for Test # 1. This profile was obtained just on the contact
surface of the specimen after failure. The X-ray diffraction technique within base
facilities was not capable of finding the profile of the residual stresses within depth of the
material. So, the same percentage of stress relaxation ( 60 % for this specific case ) was
assumed to have occurred within depth of the specimen at each specific depth layer.
Based on this assumption, fatigue parameter evaluations are repeated for different
percentages of stress relaxation.
Smith-Watson-Topper, Findley and Shear Stress Range parameters were evaluated
for three cases mentioned above ( 100 %, 0 %, 60 % Stress Relaxation Cases ) ( Figure
5.2.a through Figure 5.5.c ). Modified Shear Stress Range parameter ( MSSR ) was also
evaluated for these three cases like the other parameters in the first part. Later, MSSR
parameter was evaluated for three more cases to do more analyses about stress relaxation.
Besides 100 %, 0 % and 60 % stress relaxation cases, MSSR parameter was also
evaluated for 20 %, 40 % and 80 % stress relaxation cases ( Figure 5.6.a through Figure
5.6.f ). The reasons for more analyses of MSSR parameter with different percentages of
stress relaxation will be discussed at the end of this chapter.
All fatigue parameters were evaluated at all planes ranging from –90°≤ θ ≤ 90° in
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increments of 0.1°, which provided the parameters’ maximum value, location and critical
plane orientation ( critical plane is the plane where parameters have maximum values ).
For all the parameter evaluations, normal and shear stresses were computed as follows

σ = ( σxx+σyy ) / 2 + (( σxx - σyy ) / 2 ) * cos ( 2θ ) + τxy* cos ( 2θ )

(45)

τ = -(( σxx - σyy ) / 2 ) * sin ( 2θ ) + τxy* cos ( 2θ )

(46)

where θ was changing between –90 degrees and 90 degrees with 0.1 increments. Along
longitudinal direction, evaluations were performed in the interval where –7 < x/a < 7 on
the FEA mesh. The measured fretting fatigue life data were then plotted as a function of
these fatigue parameters with their maximum values. While evaluating all the fatigue
parameters, the location where the maximum value of the parameter was computed, was
accepted as the crack initiation location and the plane where the maximum value of the
parameter was computed, was accepted as the initial crack orientation.
In this chapter, fatigue parameter evaluation results will be compared with the
experimental results found in Chapter 3, and then these results will be discussed in
Chapter 6. The appropriate fatigue parameter for shot-peened specimens will be
determined through the comparison of experimental results found in the laboratory, and
the parameter results found after evaluations.
In the Figures 5.2.a through 5.10, R = 2 inch show the as received fretting fatigue data
obtained with pads having 50.8 mm end radius, R = 4 inch show the as received fretting
fatigue data obtained with pads having 101.6 mm end radius, R = 12 inch show the as
received fretting fatigue data obtained with pads having 304.8 mm end radius. Flat Pad 1
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and Flat Pad 2 show the as received fretting fatigue data obtained with flat pads having
edge radii of 50.8 mm and 101.6 mm respectively.

5.2. Smith-Watson-Topper Parameter (SWT)
SWT parameter was evaluated for two different versions. The first version was the
product of the maximum principal stress and the principal strain amplitude, ( σmax*εa ),
and the second version was the maximum of the product of principal stress and principal
strain amplitude [ max( σ*εa ) ]. Figure 5.2.a, Figure 5.2.b, and Figure 5.2.c show the
results found for the first version, and Figure 5.3.a, Figure 5.3.b, and Figure 5.3.c show
the results found for the second version of SWT parameter obtained for three cases, for
both 3.81 mm, and 6.35 mm thickness values.
As also mentioned in Chapter 3, a good fatigue parameter should be able to predict
the cycles to crack initiation, crack initiation location, and initial crack orientation. The
results of both versions of SWT parameter according to these criteria, for both thickness
values are as follows:
5.2.1. For 6.35 mm thickness.

5.2.1.1. CASE 1: 100 % Stress Relaxation. Maximum value of both versions of
the SWT parameter showed the crack initiation location at the contact surface near the
trailing edge ( around x/a = 0.93 ). Both versions of SWT parameter could not predict the
cycles to crack initiation well for this thickness ( Figure 5.2.a for the first version, and
Figure 5.3.a for the second version ). Initial crack angle was around -2 degrees, which
was not in good agreement with the experimental counterparts, and was slightly different
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for both versions of SWT parameter.
5.2.1.2. CASE 2: 0 % Stress Relaxation. The first version of SWT parameter
showed the crack initiation location at the contact surface near the trailing edge ( around
x/a = 0.93 ), which matched the experimental results, but the second version showed at
the depth of 24 µm inside the specimen at around x/a = ( 0.732 ~ 0.817 ). The first
version of SWT parameter predicted the cycles to crack initiation better than the second
version, because the values of the first version were closer to plain fatigue data ( Figure
5.2.b for the first version, and Figure 5.3.b for the second version ). Initial crack angle
was around -2 degrees for the first version, and around 81 degrees for the second version,
which were not in agreement with experimental results.
5.2.1.3. CASE 3: 60 % Stress Relaxation. Maximum value of both versions of the
SWT parameter showed the crack initiation location at the contact surface near the
trailing edge ( around x/a = 0.93 ), which again matched the experimental results. Both
versions of SWT parameter could not predict the cycles to crack initiation well ( Figure
5.2.c for the first version, and Figure 5.3.c for the second version ). Initial crack angle
was around -2 degrees, which was not in good agreement with the experimental
counterparts, and it was slightly different for both versions.
5.2.2. For 3.81 mm thickness.

5.2.2.1. CASE 1: 100 % Stress Relaxation. Maximum value of both versions of
the SWT parameter showed the crack initiation location at the contact surface near the
trailing edge ( around x/a = 0.95 ). Both versions of SWT parameter predicted the cycles
to crack initiation well, because the parameter values were following a path close to the
curve of the plain fatigue fit ( Figure 5.2.a for the first version, and Figure 5.3.a for the
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second version ). Initial crack angle was around –0.5 degrees, which was not in good
agreement with the experimental results, and it was slightly different for both versions.
5.2.2.2. CASE 2: 0 % Stress Relaxation. The first version of SWT parameter
showed the crack initiation location at the depth of 260 µm ( around x/a =0.97 ), which
matched the experimental results, but the second version showed contact surface ( around
x/a = ( 0.423 ~ 0.832 ) ), which was not the case for 3.81 mm thickness. The second
version of SWT parameter predicted the cycles to crack initiation better than the first
version, because the values of the second version were following nearly the same curve
of the plain fatigue fit ( Figure 5.2.b for the first version, and Figure 5.3.b for the
second version ). Initial crack angle was around 0 (zero) degree for the first version, and
around 85 degrees for the second version, which were not in good agreement with the
experimental results.
5.2.2.3. CASE 3: 60 % Stress Relaxation. Most of the results for the first
version of SWT parameter showed the crack initiation location at the depth of 260 µm
( around x/a = 0.97 ), which again matched the experimental results, but most of the
results for the second version showed the contact surface ( around x/a = ( 0.423 ~ 1.8 ) ),
which was not correct for 3.81 mm thickness. Both versions of SWT parameter predicted
the cycles to crack initiation well, but not as well as the second case ( Figure 5.2.c for the
first version, and Figure 5.3.c for the second version ). Initial crack angle was around 0
(zero) degree for the first version, and around -1 degrees for the second version, which
were not in good agreement with the experimental results.
In summary, it can be said that SWT parameter could not meet all the required
conditions for both thickness values at the same time. Both versions of SWT parameter
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were effective in predicting the number of cycles to crack initiation for 3.81 mm
thickness, but they were not effective for 6.35 mm thickness ( Figure 5.2.a through
Figure 5.3.c ). Especially, the first version of SWT parameter was more effective than
the second version in predicting the crack initiation location ( at the contact surface for
6.35 mm, and at the depth of 260 µm for 3.81 mm thickness ), and ( near the trailing
edge of contact where x/a = 1 ). Neither versions of SWT parameter was effective in
predicting the initial crack angle, neither for 6.35 mm, nor 3.81 mm thickness values.

5.3. Findley Parameter
Multiaxial loading effects should be taken into consideration in fretting fatigue as also
mentioned in Chapter 2. Findley parameter explicitly includes the effects of the normal
stresses besides the shear stresses. In this approach, crack initiation is assumed to be
governed by both the maximum shear stress amplitude, τa = ( τmax - τmin ) / 2 , and
maximum stress normal to the orientation of the maximum shear multiplied by an
influence factor, k ( k is an empirical constant which is 0.35 here ), shown as follows

FP = τa + k σmax

(47)

Figure 5.4.a, Figure 5.4.b, and Figure 5.4.c show the measured fretting fatigue life data
as a function of Findley parameter obtained for three cases, for both thicknesses. The
results of Findley parameter found for the three cases, for both thickness values are as
follows:
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5.3.1. For 6.35 mm thickness.

For all of the cases below, maximum value of Findley parameter showed the crack
initiation location at the contact surface and near the trailing edge ( around x/a = 0.92 ),
which matched the experimental results. Initial crack angle was around 24 degrees, which
was not in good agreement with the experimental counterparts.
5.3.1.1. CASE 1: 100 % Stress Relaxation. Findley parameter could not predict
the cycles to crack initiation well for this thickness, because the parameter values
were too high when compared to plain fatigue and as received fretting fatigue data
( Figure 5.4.a ).
5.3.1.2. CASE 2: 0 % Stress Relaxation. Findley parameter predicted the cycles to
crack initiation better than the first case, because the parameter values were closer to
plain fatigue data ( Figure 5.4.b ).
5.3.1.3. CASE 3: 60 % Stress Relaxation. Findley parameter could not predict the
cycles to crack initiation well, because the parameter values were higher than the plain
fatigue and as received fretting fatigue data like the first case ( Figure 5.4.c ).
5.3.2. For 3.81 mm thickness.

For all of the cases below, maximum value of Findley parameter showed the crack
initiation location near the trailing edge ( around x/a = 0.96 ), which matched the
experimental results.
5.3.2.1. CASE 1: 100 % Stress Relaxation. Maximum value of Findley parameter
showed the crack initiation location at the contact surface which did not match the
experimental results. It predicted the cycles to crack initiation very well, because the
parameter values were following a very similar curve to the plain fatigue fit data ( Figure
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5.4.a ). Initial crack angle was around 26 degrees, which was not in good agreement with
the experimental counterparts.
5.3.2.2. CASE 2: 0 % Stress Relaxation. Maximum value of Findley parameter
showed the crack initiation location at the depth of 260 µm inside the specimen, which
was in agreement with the experimental results. It predicted the cycles to crack initiation
very well, because the parameter values were following nearly the same curve of the
plain fatigue fit data ( Figure 5.4.b ). Initial crack angle was around 23 degrees, which
was not in good agreement with the experimental results.
5.3.2.3. CASE 3: 60 % Stress Relaxation. Maximum value of Findley parameter
showed the crack initiation location at the depth of 260 µm inside the specimen, which
again matched the experimental results. It predicted the cycles to crack initiation well, but
not as well as the first two cases ( Figure 5.4.c ). Initial crack angle was around 23
degrees, which was not in good agreement with the experimental counterparts.
In summary, it can be said that Findley parameter could not meet all the required
conditions for both thickness values at the same time. It was effective in predicting the
number of cycles to crack initiation, especially for 3.81 mm thickness. It should be noted
that it was not very effective for 6.35 mm thickness, except for 0 % Stress Relaxation
case ( Figure 5.4.a through Figure 5.4.c ). It was also effective in predicting the crack
initiation location ( at the contact surface for 6.35 mm, and at the depth of 260 µm for
3.81 mm thickness ), and ( near trailing edge of contact where x/a = 1 ). It was not
effective in predicting the initial crack angle, neither for 6.35 mm, nor 3.81 mm
thickness.
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5.4. Shear Stress Range Parameter
In this section, while evaluating the Shear Stress Range ( SSR ) parameter, the
maximum and minimum shear stresses were computed on all planes ranging from
–90°≤ θ ≤ 90° in increments of 0.1°, using the results of FEA. Then, maximum shear
stress range was obtained ( ∆τcrit = τmax- τmin ). Using the Walker method [21], effective
shear stress range was obtained in the next step. The Shear Stress Range parameter is
then defined as follows

SSR = ∆τcrit,effective = τmax(1-Rτ)m

(48)

where Rτ is the shear stress ratio on the critical plane, and m is a fitting parameter, which
was determined to be 0.45 by Lykins [8], as also mentioned in the previous chapters.
Figure 5.5.a, Figure 5.5.b, and Figure 5.5.c show the measured fretting fatigue life data
as a function of Shear Stress Range parameter ( SSR = ∆τcrit,effective ), obtained for three
cases, for both 3.81 mm, and 6.35 mm thickness values.
SSR parameter showed the same results for all the three cases ( 100 %, 0 % and 60 %
Stress Relaxation Cases ), and for each thickness separately. The maximum shear stresses
remained the same whereas the normal stresses changed. This can be explained by using
Mohr’s circle. The difference between the first, second, and the third cases is basically
the amount of the residual stresses added to the system. As the residual stresses are
assumed biaxial ( σxx = σyy ), the result of the maximum shear stress on Mohr’s circle
remains same in all three cases ( Maximum shear stress is the diameter of Mohr’s circle ).
It should be noted that Modified Shear Stress Range parameter ( MSSR ) includes the
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effect of the normal stresses besides the shear stresses unlike SSR parameter, and the
difference in the normal stresses will be helpful while evaluating the MSSR parameter.
Also, it should be repeated that the normal stresses are found while evaluating SSR
parameter as well as shear stresses. The results of SSR parameter found separately for
each thickness are as follows
5.4.1. For 6.35 mm thickness.

For all three cases ( 100 %, 0 %, 60 % Stress Relaxation Cases ), maximum value of
Shear Stress Range parameter showed the crack initiation location at the contact surface
and near the trailing edge ( around x/a = 0.91 ), which matched the experimental results.
It could not predict the cycles to crack initiation well, because the parameter values were
too high when compared to plain fatigue and as received fretting fatigue data ( Figure
5.5.a through Figure 5.5.c ). In Figure 5.5.a, Figure 5.5.b, and Figure 5.5.c, it can be
seen that the value of SSR parameter is same for all three cases, for 6.35 mm thickness
value. Initial crack angle was around 36 degrees, which was in good agreement with the
experimental counterparts.
5.4.2. For 3.81 mm thickness.

For all three cases ( 100 %, 0 %, 60 % Stress Relaxation Cases ), maximum value of
Shear Stress Range parameter showed the crack initiation location at the contact surface
and near the trailing edge ( around x/a =0.95 ), which did not match the experimental
results. It predicted the cycles to crack initiation well, because the parameter values were
following a very similar path, like the curve of the plain fatigue fit data ( Figure 5.5.a
through Figure 5.5.c ). In Figure 5.5.a, Figure 5.5.b, and Figure 5.5.c, it can also be
seen that the value of SSR parameter is same for all three cases, for 3.81 mm thickness
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value. Initial crack angle was around 42 degrees, which was also in good agreement with
the experimental counterparts.
In summary, it can be said that Shear Stress Range parameter ( SSR = ∆τcrit,effective )
could not meet all the required conditions for both 6.35 mm and 3.81 mm thick
specimens at the same time. It was very effective in predicting the number of cycles to
crack initiation for 3.81 mm thickness, but it was not effective for 6.35 mm thick
specimens ( Figure 5.5.a through Figure 5.5.c ). It predicted the crack initiation location
at the contact surface and near the trailing edge ( around x/a = 0.91 for 6.35 mm, around
x/a = 0.95 mm for 3.81 mm ), which was correct for 6.35 mm, but wrong for 3.81 mm
thickness. It should be repeated that crack initiation location for 3.81 mm thick specimens
was not at the contact surface. In addition, SSR parameter predicted the initial crack
angle effectively for both 6.35 mm and 3.81 mm thickness values, unlike Smith-WatsonTopper ( SWT ), and Findley ( FP ) parameters.

5.5. Modified Shear Stress Range Parameter
As mentioned in Chapter 2, Mall, Jain, Namjoshi, and Lykins [26] proposed
Modified Shear Stress Range ( MSSR ) parameter to overcome the shortcoming of
Findley parameter in predicting the crack initiation cycles, and the initial crack
orientation. Shear Stress Range ( SSR ) parameter was modified in the form of Findley
parameter to include the normal stresses that act in crack opening mode besides the shear
stresses, as it should be the case in multiaxial fatigue loading. As also shown with
equation (15), this modified version of Shear Stress Range critical plane parameter,
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MSSR is expressed as follows

MSSR = A.∆τcrit,effB + C.σmaxD

(49)

where ∆τcrit,eff is the same as in equation (48), and σmax is the maximum normal stress on
the critical plane. As noted before, σmax is evaluated with SSR parameter. A, B, C, D
constants were obtained by a curve fitting technique as 0.75, 0.5, 0.75, and 0.5
respectively by Mall, Jain, Namjoshi, and Lykins [26].
It should be noted that for MSSR parameter, crack initiation location, and initial crack
angle results for surface and for each layer within depth are the same results of SSR
parameter. The difference is the value of MSSR parameter, as it’s evaluated by using
both shear and normal stresses, unlike SSR parameter. Both parameters are evaluated at
each Y value. ( Y-axis is along the thickness, through the depth of specimen ). After
MSSR parameter is evaluated, the maximum value of MSSR parameter should be
checked to see where it’s predicting the crack initiation location ( whether on the contact
surface or inside the specimen ), and how much that maximum value is. The results found
for MSSR parameter for three cases ( 100 %, 0 %, 60 % Stress Relaxation Cases ) for
both thickness values are as follows:
5.5.1. For 6.35 mm thickness.

For all the three cases ( 100 %, 0 %, 60 % Stress Relaxation Cases ), crack initiation
location and initial crack angle results were the same results of SSR parameter. Crack
initiation location was near the trailing edge ( around x/a = 0.91 ), and initial crack angle
was around 36 degrees, which matched the experimental results.
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5.5.1.1. CASE 1: 100 % Stress Relaxation. Maximum value of the MSSR
parameter showed the crack initiation location at the contact surface which matched the
experimental results. It could not predict the cycles to crack initiation well, because the
parameter values were too high when compared to plain fatigue and as received fretting
fatigue data ( Figure 5.6.a ).
5.5.1.2. CASE 2: 0 % Stress Relaxation. Maximum value of the MSSR
parameter showed the crack initiation location at the depth of 156-206 µm inside the
specimen, which did not match the experimental results. It could not predict the cycles to
crack initiation well, because the parameter values were again high when compared to
plain fatigue and as received fretting fatigue data ( Figure 5.6.f ).
5.5.1.3. CASE 3: 60 % Stress Relaxation. Maximum value of the MSSR
parameter showed the crack initiation location at the contact surface, which again
matched the experimental results. It could not predict the cycles to crack initiation well,
because the parameter values were again high when compared to plain fatigue and as
received fretting fatigue data ( Figure 5.6.c ).
5.5.2. For 3.81 mm thickness.

For all the three cases ( 100 %, 0 %, 60 % Stress Relaxation Cases ), crack initiation
location and initial crack angle results were the same results of SSR parameter. Crack
initiation location was near the trailing edge ( around x/a =0.95 ), and initial crack angle
was around 42 degrees, which matched the experimental results.
5.5.2.1. CASE 1: 100 % Stress Relaxation. Most of the data of maximum value of
the MSSR parameter showed the crack initiation location at the contact surface which did
not match the experimental results. It could not predict the cycles to crack initiation well,
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because the parameter values were high when compared to plain fatigue and as received
fretting fatigue data, but it should be noted that the results for this thickness, 3.81 mm,
were closer to plain fatigue data than the results of the 6.35 mm thickness ( Figure 5.6.a ).
5.5.2.2. CASE 2: 0 % Stress Relaxation. Maximum value of the MSSR parameter
showed the crack initiation location at the depth of 260 µm inside the specimen, which
matched the experimental results for this thickness. It could not predict the cycles to
crack initiation well, because the parameter values were high when compared to plain
fatigue and as received fretting fatigue data ( Figure 5.6.f ).
5.5.2.3. CASE 3: 60 % Stress Relaxation. Maximum value of the MSSR
parameter showed the crack initiation location at the depth of 260 µm inside the
specimen, which again matched the experimental results. It could not predict the cycles to
crack initiation well, because the parameter values were again high when compared to
plain fatigue and as received fretting fatigue data ( Figure 5.6.c ).
In summary, it can be said that MSSR parameter could not meet all the required
conditions for both 6.35 mm and 3.81 mm thickness values at the same time. Except for
100 %, and 0 % stress relaxation cases, it predicted the crack initiation location
effectively ( at the contact surface for 6.35 mm, and at the depth of 260 µm for 3.81 mm
thickness ), and near the trailing edge of contact ( x/a = 0.91 for 6.35 mm, x/a = 0.95 for
3.81 mm ). In addition, it predicted the initial crack angle effectively for both thicknesses.
It was not effective in predicting the number of cycles to crack initiation for both
thickness values ( Figure 5.6.a, Figure 5.6.f, and Figure 5.6.c ).
Up to this point, it is seen that none of the fatigue parameters met all the three
requirements at the same time under these evaluation conditions. Smith-Watson-Topper
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( SWT ), Findley and Shear Stress Range ( SSR ) parameters could not meet all the
required conditions for shot-peened fretting specimens at the same time. For these three
parameters, changes in the residual stress profile didn’t help collapsing the data of both
thickness values on a single curve, and it won’t help when the same analyses are
performed again for different percentages of stress relaxation, because the results for
6.35 mm thickness will be always higher than the results of 3.81 mm ( see Figure 5.2.a
through Figure 5.5.c )
It should be noted that for 0 % Stress Relaxation case, results of MSSR parameter for
3.81 mm were higher than the results of 6.35 mm thickness for the first time in the whole
process of parameter evaluations ( see Figure 5.6.f ). This lead us to do more evaluations
of MSSR parameter for different percentages of stress relaxation to help collapse the data
of both thickness values. The evaluation of MSSR showed that the results would collapse
when more evaluations were performed for different percentages of stress relaxation
between 0 % and 100 % ( see the changes in Figure 5.6.a through Figure 5.6.f ).
MSSR parameter is good at predicting the crack initiation location, and the initial
crack orientation for both thickness values. For MSSR parameter, the problem is in
predicting the cycles to crack initiation, in other words, collapsing the data of both
thickness values on a single curve. In Figure 5.1, the profile of the residual stresses for
Test # 1, measured after failure of the specimen is shown ( for 6.35 mm thickness). This
profile is just an example showing stress relaxation ( 60 % for this specific test ), and it
is measured just on the contact surface of the specimen. The X-ray diffraction technique
was not able to measure the profile also for the depth of the material, as it was performed
within the base facilities. So, the same percentage of stress relaxation was assumed to
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have occurred within depth of the specimen for each layer. Based on this assumption, for
different percentages of stress relaxation, MSSR parameter is evaluated for both 3.81mm,
and 6.35 mm thickness values. Figure 5.6.a through Figure 5.6.f show the measured
fretting fatigue life data as a function of MSSR parameter, obtained for six cases. These
are 100 %, 80 %, 60 %, 40 %, 20 %, and 0 % Stress Relaxation cases. The aim is
collapsing the data of both thickness values on a single curve using these figures.
When the parameters that are evaluated for these six cases are analyzed carefully, it
will be possible to collapse the data of both thickness values as shown in Figure 5.7 and
Figure 5.8. The best fit for these collapsed data can be obtained in Excel as shown in
Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 after finding C1, C2, C3, C4 coefficients using a curve fitting
technique in Kaleidagraph [39]. The same technique was used while obtaining the fits for
Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 ( see Chapter 3 ). C1, C2, C3, C4 coefficients for the best fits are
given in Table 5.1and Table 5.2. It should be noted that, for 100 % and 0 % stress
relaxation cases, the changes in the value of MSSR parameter were very small for 3.81
mm thickness when compared with the changes of MSSR parameter for 6.35 mm
thickness ( see Figure 5.6.a and Figure 5.6.f ). In other words, MSSR parameter was more
sensitive in thicker specimens. So, while assuming stress relaxation to obtain the
collapsed data, the author analyzed the results very carefully, especially for 6.35 mm
thickness. The most important criterion here is that at the assumed percentages of stress
relaxation, the maximum value of MSSR parameter should predict the correct crack
initiation location for each thickness ( at contact surface for 6.35 mm, and at the depth
ranging from 200 to 300 microns for 3.81 mm ). The assumed percentages of stress
relaxation, and the maximum values of MSSR parameter predicting the correct crack
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initiation location at the assumed percentages are shown in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 for
each thickness separately. As also mentioned previously, for 3.81 mm thickness, the
changes in the values of MSSR parameter were very small when compared with the
changes of 6.35 mm thickness for 100 % and 0 % stress relaxation cases ( see Figure
5.6.a and Figure 5.6.f ). Also, MSSR parameter was predicting the correct crack initiation
location for 5 of the 6 cases for 3.81 mm thickness ( Except for 100 % stress relaxation
case ). The difference in the maximum values of MSSR parameter between 80 % and 0 %
stress relaxation cases was at most 3 MPa for each test of 3.81 mm thickness. As it is a
small number, while assuming stress relaxation, there won’t be a big mistake if any
percentage between 80 % and 0 % of stress relaxation is accepted.
In this study, the author tried two different approaches based on two assumptions
about stress relaxation while collapsing the data of shot-peened specimens that would be
used to estimate cycles to crack initiation. The approaches were consistent, because the
same assumptions were made for both thicknesses at the same time.
In the first approach, more stress relaxation was assumed to have occurred in High
Cycle Regime based on the assumption that higher cycles were leading to more stress
relaxation. A consistent pattern was followed for both thicknesses as follows
20 % Stress Relaxation in Low Cycle Regime ( up to 100,000 cycles )
20 % Stress Relaxation between Low Cycle and High Cycle Regimes
( between 100,000 and 1,000,000 cycles )
40 % Stress Relaxation in High Cycle regime ( after 1,000,000 cycles )
Based on this assumption, the data would be collapsed as shown in Figure 5.7 and the
trend line of the collapsed data was provided as shown in Figure 5.9.
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In the second approach, more stress relaxation was assumed to have occurred in both
Low Cycle and High Cycle Regimes based on the assumption that higher cycles and
higher applied stress levels were leading to more stress relaxation. Similarly, another
consistent pattern was followed for both thicknesses as follows
40 % Stress Relaxation in Low Cycle Regime ( up to 100,000 cycles )
20 % Stress Relaxation between Low Cycle and High Cycle Regimes
( between 100,000 and 1,000,000 cycles )
40 % Stress Relaxation in High Cycle regime ( after 1,000,000 cycles )
Based on this assumption, the data would be collapsed as shown in Figure 5.8 and the
trend line of this collapsed data was provided in the same manner as shown in
Figure 5.10.
As a result, based on the two assumptions made up to here, the data found in Figures
5.7, 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10 were accepted as accurate, and these data will be used to estimate
the crack initiation cycles of shot-peened fretting fatigue specimens ( Chapter 6 ).
Under these conditions, among all the parameters that are evaluated in this thesis, the
most appropriate parameter was found to be MSSR parameter, and it was the only fatigue
crack initiation parameter that could meet all the requirements at the same time for shotpeened fretting fatigue specimens having two different thickness values.
In the next chapter, all the results found up to here will be summarized and discussed.
There will be more explanations for the thickness effects on the fretting behavior of shotpeened specimens. There will also be suggestions for future studies based on the
constraints and restrictions experienced in this thesis.
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Figure 5.2.c. SWT 1 Parameter versus Life ( 60 % Stress Relaxation )
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Figure 5.4.b. Findley Parameter versus Life ( 0 % Stress Relaxation )
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Figure 5.4.c. Findley Parameter versus Life ( 60 % Stress Relaxation )
( Shown as 60 % )
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Figure 5.5.a. SSR Parameter versus Life ( 100 % Stress Relaxation )
( Shown as 100 % )
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Figure 5.5.b. SSR Parameter versus Life ( 0 % Stress Relaxation )
( Shown as 0 % )
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Figure 5.5.c. SSR Parameter versus Life ( 60 % Stress Relaxation )
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Figure 5.6.a. MSSR Parameter versus Life ( 100 % Stress Relaxation )
( Shown as 100 % )
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Figure 5.6.b. MSSR Parameter versus Life ( 80 % Stress Relaxation )
( Shown as 80 % )
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Figure 5.6.c. MSSR Parameter versus Life ( 60 % Stress Relaxation )
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Figure 5.6.d. MSSR Parameter versus Life ( 40 % Stress Relaxation )
( Shown as 40 % )
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Figure 5.6.e. MSSR Parameter versus Life ( 20 % Stress Relaxation )
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Figure 5.6.f. MSSR Parameter versus Life ( 0 % Stress Relaxation )
( Shown as 0 % )
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Figure 5.7. Consistent Data of Shot-peened Specimens ( Approach 1 )
Assumed percentages of stress relaxation are shown below ( Same for each thickness )
20 % for Low Cycle Regime ( Up to 100,000 cycles )
20 % between Low and High Cycle Regimes ( Between 100,000 and 1,000,000 cycles )
40 % for High Cycle Regime ( After 1,000,000 cycles )
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Figure 5.8. Consistent Data of Shot-peened Specimens ( Approach 2 )
Assumed percentages of stress relaxation are shown below ( Same for each thickness )
40 % for Low Cycle Regime ( Up to 100,000 cycles )
20 % between Low and High Cycle Regimes ( Between 100,000 and 1,000,000 cycles )
40 % for High Cycle Regime ( After 1,000,000 cycles )
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Figure 5.9. Best Fit of Consistent Data ( Approach 1 )
( See Figure 5.7. for assumed percentages of stress relaxation )
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Figure 5.10. Best Fit of Consistent Data ( Approach 2 )
( See Figure 5.8. for assumed percentages of stress relaxation )
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Table 5.1. C1, C2, C3, C4 Constants for Best Fit of Collapsed Data ( Approach 1 )

Case

C1

C2

C3

C4

Figure

Approach 1

31.458

-0.012787

6566.2

-0. 6804

5.9

Table 5.2. C1, C2, C3, C4 Constants for Best Fit of Collapsed Data ( Approach 2 )

Case

C1

C2

C3

C4

Figure

Approach 2

32.685

-0.014982

12774

-0. 75648

5.10
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Table 5.3. Assumed Percentages of Stress Relaxation, and Maximum Values of
MSSR Parameter for Approach 1 ( Data of Figure 5.7 )

6.35 mm thickness
Test #

1

7

5

Failure Cycles
Assumed
Percentage of
Stress Relaxation
Max. Value of
MSSR

30839

62501

124222

20%

20%

20%

20%

40%

40%

40%

28.176

30.697

33.739

29.265

22.910

25.618

26.455

19

16

4

2

3

6

155545 1819508 2415267 3562668

3.81 mm thickness
Test #

22

18

17

21

20

Failure Cycles
Assumed
Percentage of
Stress Relaxation
Max. Value of
MSSR

22561

37352

37401

59373

95149

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

20%

40%

35.794

31.193

31.117

31.743

29.729

30.333

27.074

204604 4438031

Note : At the assumed percentages of stress relaxation, maximum value of MSSR is
predicting the correct crack initiation location for each thickness and for each test.
(contact surface for 6.35 mm, at the depth ranging from 200 to 300 microns for 3.81 mm)
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Table 5.4. Assumed Percentages of Stress Relaxation, and Maximum Values of
MSSR Parameter for Approach 2 ( Data of Figure 5.8 )

6.35 mm thickness
Test #

1

7

5

Failure Cycles
Assumed
Percentage of
Stress Relaxation
Max. Value of
MSSR

30839

62501

124222

40%

40%

20%

20%

40%

40%

40%

29.079

31.939

33.739

29.265

22.910

25.618

26.455

19

16

4

2

3

6

155545 1819508 2415267 3562668

3.81 mm thickness
Test #

22

18

17

21

20

Failure Cycles
Assumed
Percentage of
Stress Relaxation
Max. Value of
MSSR

22561

37352

37401

59373

95149

40%

40%

40%

40%

40%

20%

40%

35.052

30.35

30.275

30.935

28.892

30.333

27.074

204604 4438031

Note : At the assumed percentages of stress relaxation, maximum value of MSSR is
predicting the correct crack initiation location for each thickness and for each test.
(contact surface for 6.35 mm, at the depth ranging from 200 to 300 microns for 3.81 mm)
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6. Summary, Conclusions, Discussion and Suggestions for Future Studies

6.1. Summary
In this study, 7 tests under different loading conditions were performed in order to
find the effects of shot-peening on high cycle fretting fatigue behavior of Ti-6Al-4V. S-N
curves of 6.35 mm thick shot-peened specimens were obtained as shown in Figures 3.5
and 3.6. Besides 6.35 mm, test results of 3.81 mm thickness were also analyzed and used
in this study to investigate the effects of thickness on shot-peened specimens. It should be
repeated that the tests of 3.81 mm thickness were performed by Namjoshi, Jain, and Mall
[6]. Based on the applied stress, Figure 6.1 shows the test results of both thickness values
together on the same graph. It demonstrates the change of total life under different
loading conditions for different stress ratios. Figure 6.1 clearly shows the benefits of
shot-peening for both thickness values. It is seen in this figure that shot-peening
increased the total life of fatigue specimens when compared with as received fretting
fatigue data.
The experimental observations showed that for both thickness values, the specimens
failed near the trailing edge of contact.
The next step in this study was to analyze the test data of both thickness values. After
the tests were completed, the changes in maximum and minimum tangential loads were
analyzed over the whole test duration to find the stabilized maximum and minimum
tangential loads ( Q loads ). Then these stabilized extremum values were used in Finite
Element Analysis models. Finite Element Analysis model was validated by using an
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analytical solution technique ( see Pages 61 & 62, and Figure 4.3 ). After validation, the
results of FEA were accepted as accurate, and the axial, transverse and shear stress
distributions along the contact surface and within depth of the specimen were used while
evaluating the fatigue crack initiation parameters.
Scanning Electron Microscopy ( SEM ) was done to find the crack initiation location,
and initial crack orientations of shot-peened fretting fatigue specimens. SEM showed that
for thick specimens ( 6.35 mm ), the crack initiation location was at the contact surface
whereas it was found at the depth ranging from 200 to 300 microns for thin specimens
( 3.81 mm ) by Namjoshi, Jain, and Mall [6]. For thick specimens, the initial crack
orientation was around -37 and ± 53 degrees, and for thin specimens it was around 42
degrees.
Smith-Watson-Topper ( SWT ), Findley ( FP ), Shear Stress Range ( SSR ), and
Modified Shear Stress Range ( MSSR ) parameters were evaluated for different
percentages of stress relaxation. It was seen that Smith-Watson-Topper, Findley, and
Shear Stress Range parameters could not meet all the required conditions at the same
time for shot-peened specimens no matter what percentages of stress relaxation were
assumed to have occurred.
Modified Shear Stress Range ( MSSR ) parameter was evaluated for 6 different
percentages of stress relaxation. Based on two different assumptions about stress
relaxation, it was possible to collapse the data of shot-peened specimens having two
different thickness values ( Figures 5.7 and 5.8 ). While assuming the different
percentages of stress relaxation given in Tables 5.3 and 5.4, the most important criterion
was that the maximum value of MSSR parameter should have been able to predict the
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correct crack initiation location for each thickness and for each test specifically.
Finally, collapsed data of shot-peened fretting fatigue specimens, which are given in
Figures 5.7 and 5.8 were accepted as accurate under the assumptions made in Chapter 5.
After the collapsed data were obtained, the curves in Figures 5.9 and 5.10 were found.
Using either of these curves, it could be possible to predict the crack initiation cycles of
shot-peened fretting fatigue specimens. Figure 6.2 shows that there is almost no
difference between the trend lines that were obtained in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. So, it was
found that for low cycle regime ( up to 75,000 cycles ), crack initiation of shot-peened
specimens was occurring at around 35 % of total life, between low cycle and high cycle
regimes ( between 75,000 and 1,000,000 cycles ), it was occurring at around 22 % of total
life, and for high cycle regime ( after 1,000,000 cycles ), it was occurring at around 5 %
of total life.

6.2. Conclusions
Based on the results found in this study, the following conclusions can be made:
1. Shot-peening improves the life of Ti-6Al-4V under fretting fatigue conditions.
This improvement in life is more in lower stress levels ( see Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6
and Figure 6.1 ).
2. Failure of specimens occur near the trailing edge ( at around x/a = 1 ), where there
is a stress concentration on the contact interface. ( see Figure 2.1 and Figure 4.3 ).
3. Different thickness values of shot-peened specimens lead to changes in crack
initiation locations. In thinner specimens ( 3.81 mm ), there will be a big peak value
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in the compensatory residual tensile stress profile. Based on this peak value, the
crack initiation location will be inside the specimen, even when the stress relaxation
goes up to 80 %. In thicker specimens ( 6.35 mm ), there won’t be a big peak value in
the compensatory residual tensile stress profile, because after the compressive zone,
the remaining thickness for the tensile zone will be much greater, which will lead to a
smaller maximum value for the compensatory residual tensile stress. ( Therefore, the
distribution of the compensatory residual tensile stress was assumed rectangular for
6.35 mm thickness. The areas under the compressive and the tensile zones had to be
same to keep the equilibrium of residual stresses, and that requirement was satisfied
in this study ). In addition, it is found that thicker specimens are more sensitive to
stress relaxation. So, different percentages of stress relaxation may change the crack
initiation location of thicker specimens relatively easier than the thinner specimens.
The crack initiation location of thicker specimens will be at the contact surface if the
stress relaxation is more than 40 %. There may be a scatter in the crack initiation
locations if the stress relaxation is between 20 % and 40 %. So, results of each test
should be analyzed very carefully in this interval ( Maximum value of the parameter
should predict the correct initiation location ). If the stress relaxation is less than
20 %, the crack initiation location may move towards the depth of the material to
somewhere around 150 to 200 microns. In other words, for small percentages of
stress relaxation, thicker specimens may behave like the thinner specimens.
4. Initial crack orientation of thinner specimens will be closer to ± 45 degrees ( plane
of maximum shear stress ) when compared to the initial crack orientation of thicker
specimens. It can be said that crack initiation under fretting conditions is dominantly
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dependent on shear stresses.
5. Smith-Watson-Topper, Findley, and Shear Stress Range parameters were not able
to meet all the requirements for shot-peened specimens.
6. Based on the two assumptions made in Chapter 5, Modified Shear Stress Range
( MSSR ) parameter was found to be the only parameter that could be used to predict
the number of cycles to crack initiation ( Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 ), the crack
initiation location, and the initial crack orientation of shot-peened fretting fatigue
specimens. Therefore, MSSR parameter was determined to be an appropriate fatigue
crack initiation parameter while investigating the crack initiation behavior of
Ti-6Al-4V on shot-peened specimens under high cycle fretting fatigue conditions.

6.3. Discussion, and Suggestions for Future Studies
In this study, the residual stresses were assumed to be biaxial ( σxx = σyy ). So, the
residual stresses were added to σxx and σyy values of FEA output data equally to get the
resultant stresses in each layer of depth through Y-axis ( along thickness ). Because of
this reason, SSR parameter showed the same values, but for different percentages of
stress relaxation, the normal stresses acting in crack opening mode changed (see Pages
75 & 76 for explanations ). Residual stress profiles showing stress relaxation were
obtained just on the contact surface of the material ( Figure 5.1 ), and there had to be
some assumptions for the amount of stress relaxation along the depth of the material. So,
the same percentage of stress relaxation was assumed to have occurred within depth at
each layer and evaluations were repeated for different percentages of stress relaxation. In
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order to find the actual profiles of residual stresses within depth of the material, either
X-ray diffraction techniques within the base facilities should be improved or the failed
specimens should be sent to Lambda Research Center, Cincinnati, just like they were sent
before the tests. More analyses with the actual profiles of residual stresses after failure
will help understanding the crack initiation behavior of Ti-6Al-4V better.
In this study, coefficient of friction was found to be higher for thicker specimens than
the thinner specimens. For different loading conditions, the dynamic coefficient of
friction always changed. Some tests were performed to find the changes of coefficient of
friction, but it was too difficult to find the stabilized coefficient of friction. So, in the
future, changes in the dynamic coefficient of friction would be analyzed in another study
in more details. For different thickness values, reasons for the changing dynamic
coefficient of friction would be investigated, especially with a third thickness. If the same
tests and analyses are performed with a third thickness, it will be helpful in confirming
the results found in this study. Test results of the third thickness can be used to confirm
the collapsed data obtained in Figures 5.7 and 5.8. Tests with a third thickness will also
help understanding the thickness effects on dynamic coefficient of friction, and on MSSR
parameter better. Figure 6.3 shows the change of MSSR parameter along the depth of the
material. It is seen that in thicker specimens, the crack initiation location will be more
probably on the contact surface for most of the percentages of stress relaxation. However,
Figure 6.4 shows that in thinner specimens, crack initiation location will be inside the
material at the depth ranging from 200 to 300 microns, even when the stress relaxation
goes up to 80 %. Tests with a third thickness will contribute to a better understanding of
the thickness effects on crack initiation behavior of shot-peened specimens.
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It is known that crack initiation occurs at around 50 % to 90 % of the total fatigue
life under high cycle fretting fatigue conditions. In this study, it is found that crack
initiation of shot-peened specimens is occurring at about 5 % to 35 % of the total fatigue
life. The surface roughness of the shot-peened specimens may be the reason leading to
crack initiations in the early stages of life, but probably, these cracks are not able to grow
easily because of the compressive zone induced by shot-peeenig. It is more likely for
the cracks to grow when stress relaxation occurs, and the residual compressive stresses
become less. So, finding the actual stress relaxation percentages at low cycle and high
cycle regimes is very important at this point, which will be helpful in future studies.
In order to understand the beneficial effects of shot-peening better, the specimens
should be sent to re-shot-peening. Using the S-N curves in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 ( or
Figure 6.1 ), two or more different stress levels can be selected. These tests would be run
until the chosen percentages of total life at each stress level. Then the tests would be
stopped and the specimens would be sent to re-shot-peeening. When the specimens come
back from re-shot-peening, the tests would be continued until failure. The final results
would be seen on the S-N curves to find out whether re-shot-peening is increasing total
life or not. Also, the same type of analyses would be performed for the re-shot-peened
specimens to understand the stress relaxation phenomenon better. These future studies
will definitely contribute to a better understanding of the behavior of shot-peened
specimens under high cycle fretting fatigue conditions.
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Figure 6.1. Global Chart for Fretting Fatigue Data including Shot-Peened
Fretting Fatigue Data of 6.35 mm and 3.81 mm thickness values
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Figure 6.2. Difference between best fits of two different approaches
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Figure 6.3. MSSR Parameter versus Depth for 6.35 mm thickness ( Test # 4 )
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Figure 6.4. MSSR Parameter versus Depth for 3.81 mm thickness ( Test # 19 )
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